Book of the month Virus hunters
If I had not been asked to review The Virus Hunters' I probably would not have read it and that would have been a pity. It is about research on virus infections of man, including dangerous diseases such as Lassa fever and AIDS in developing countries, fascinating topics. But the book jacket is theatrical a loaded syringe against a black background and we are told it was written with the help of a journalist and that put me off. The first page was written in the first person and in journalistic narrative style, which reinforced my prejudices, but as I read on they began to soften. Where I could check against my personal knowledge, it was accurate. It was complementing and expanding what I had learned of the authors' work from scientific papers and lectures. Medawar asked 'Is the scientific paper a fraud?' and decided that it was, but a legitimate and useful fraud a vehicle for presenting hypotheses, data and conclusions in a standard format. It is a useful part of the corporate activity we call scientific progress, for we need an agreed format in which experimental results and observations can be described so that they may be verified or disputed. But using that format we often fail to answer many interesting questions such as 'Why did the authors work on this subject?' and 'How did they set up these experiments in the bush?' The Virus Hunters gives some answers for general readers as well as colleagues.
Joe McCormick came from a simple farming background in Indiana USA and went to college in Florida with the help of a scholarship from the Methodist Church. After his degree, in physics, he had an urge to go with the Peace Corps to help teach science in a school in francophone Africa but eventually went for the Church. Incidentally he learned French in Belgium and while coping with chaotic African situations on the job in Zaire. His next urge was to study medicine, for which he was considered an unlikely candidate. Yet he succeeded and had a good academic training. He went to the Centers for Disease Control Atlanta for training in practical field epidemiology and after a spell coping with meningococcal meningitis in Brazil he was sent to Africa to investigate viral haemorrhagic fevers.
Sue Fischer-Hoch, his coauthor, was born in England but the family moved across Europe with her father's work; she developed a passion for languages and studied for two years at the Sorbonne. Her urge to study medicine came when she was already a mother. She was accepted as a student at the Royal Free Hospital and she still appreciates the support she received from the Dean, Dame Frances Gardner, and from Dame Sheila Sherlock. After graduating she entered the Public Health Laboratory Service and during her training was enthused by hearing Professor David Simpson lecture on haemorrhagic fevers. She gained experience and showed her research talent when investigating outbreaks of legionnaires' disease. Thus they passed through very different experiences of life and of professional training yet both were prepared to cope with problems and situations which would have defeated many 'ordinary' medical graduates. Both seem to appreciate that those selecting them must have had regard to their general qualities rather than the exact details of their formal schooling and that they also owed a lot to certain individuals who passed on to them, in their apprenticeship, the attitudes and the techniques that are essential for successful solution of scientific problems.
Much of the book is taken up with vivid accounts of the impact of diseases such as Ebola and Lassa fever on the crumbling administrative and social fabric in Africa. There are descriptions of typical cases, in nontechnical language and from the patients' point of view. We get the feel of the physical and cultural barriers to be overcome to get to the patients. We can feel the bouncing over laterite roads in tropical heat, smeared with red dust (and with a bucket to wash in at the end of the journey) finding abandoned buildings and terrified people. The bush hospitals had rudimentary equipment and the first principles of sterile needle use were unknown or ignored. And yet they cared for and studied hundreds of patients using simple measures, strictly applied, to protect their team from infection. They worked out some of the clinical pathology of Ebola, set up a successful long-term survey of Lassa fever and showed by formal clinical trials that ribavirin treatment can save lives of Ebola patients.
Of course, the book has flaws. There is an index but we are offered no formal references to scientific publications, by themselves or others. The narrative loses pace when it describes their recent work in a medical school in Pakistan, important though that is. At times the writing seems 'over the top', yet there are also splendid one-sentence word pictures of people who helped, or hindered, them. I particularly liked the references to Fakhry Assaad of WHO, one of the first people to foresee AIDS becoming a world problem and to persuade WHO to get involved.
Their jobs involved coming or going without warning when epidemics occurred and working late in the laboratory or the field. They apparently had no patience with anyone whose views on how to contain infection differed from their own, and were particularly contemptuous of UK facilities and attitudes on high containment for laboratory work and patient care. It is thus not surprising, but still sad, that both authors became divorced from spouses who they say gave them great support in their careers. They eventually married each other.
As a tailpiece I must endorse their final thoughts on the diseases they have studied. We should think of these not as 'emerging infections' but as a sign that human beings, driven by overpopulation and poverty, have 'invaded' ancient stable ecosystems. 
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